Group Exercise Primary v. Secondary Examples


B. 1. Indian dances of the Zuni Pueblo [videorecording] VIDEO COLL VIDEOTAPE 04215

C. 1. Gallup Poll REF KNIGHT HN 90 .P8 G35

D. 1. Selected letters of Lucretia Coffin Mott KNIGHT HQ1413.M68 S45 2002
   2. Valiant friend : the life of Lucretia Mott KNIGHT HQ1413.M68 B33

E. 1. The De Soto chronicles : the expedition of Hernando de Soto to North America in 1539-1543 KNIGHT E125.S7 D38 1993
   2. Knights of Spain, warriors of the sun: Hernando de Soto and the South's ancient chiefdoms KNIGHT E125.S7 H85 1997